We describe the properties of a subclass of quartet levels of alkalilike atoms and ions that often retain metastability against autoionization and may have large radiative yields. Gain cross sections for XUV lasers with wavelengths between 20 and 100 nm are given.
of highest J of a given configuration of an alkalilike atom or ion is metastable against both autoionization and against radiation in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV).
This occurs sincu, irrespective of the extent to which LS coupling holds, there is no doublet level in the configuration to which the quartet level may couple. 1 In this Letter we note the existence of a subclass of quartet levels that, even in heavier elements, often retain relative metastability against autoionization and are radiatively allowed. In elements such as Cs and Ba these levels are candidates for the upper level of XUV lasers. In lighter alkalilike atoms and ions they provide storage levels for store and transfer lasers, which require orders-of-magnitude less transfer laser power than an earlier proposed Li system. 2 The distinguishing property of, these quasi-metastable levels is that the selection rules on the spin-orbit matrix elements allow nonzero matrix elements only to doublet basis levels, which are themselves prohibited from autoionizing. In second order, through the diagonalization, these levels do develop components of autoionizing doublet levels and therefore do autoionize, but often sufficiently slowly that the branching ratio for XUV radiation remains large.
To 3 with only this configuration included. Single and double stars in the left-hand column denote predicted quasi-metastability and metastability, respectively. The nonzero autoionizing rates of the quasi-metastable levels result from small components of autoionizing doublet levels, which are acquired in second order through the diagonalization. The code expansion of the quasi-metastable 2p 5 3s3p 4S3/2 level of Na is
The ( 2 8 11 2 , which in turn leads to its autoionizing rate of 2 X 109 sec-'. Table 2 tabulates the quasi-metastable quartet levels of all sp,d configurations of the alkalilike atoms and ions. The requirement for quasi-metastability is summarized by I J-L I = 3/2; parity and angular momentum must be both even or both odd. Table 3 tabulates the calculated single configurational autoionizing rate and dominant XUV radiation rate for the lowest-energy quasi-metastable level for the elements of columns I and II. In general, the selection 5 and by Zhmenyah et al. 6 Also, a single configurational analysis by McGuire7 predicts slow autoionizing rates for the 4S3/2 levels of Na and Mg t . Table 4 gives the transition wavelength, Doppler width, and gain cross section a for XUV laser transitions that originate from the lowest quasi-metastable level of each element. The Doppler width is calculated at a 2 and also by charge transfer from the Cs+ 5p 5 6s ion. The lower laser level 5p65d 2D5/2 will also be excited by electron collisions but can probably be emptied by laser excitation to a Rydberg level or to the Cs+ Sp" continuum.
Population in the quasi-metastable levels of the column II elements of Table 4 can be produced by softx-ray photoionization8' 9 of populated valence levels. For example, photoionization of atoms in the 5p 6 5d6s 3D level of Ba will produce 5p55d6s 4P 5 / 2 ions with a statistical branching ratio of about 7%. A possible advantage of using column II metals is that the lower laser level is an excited level of the ion rather than of the neutral.
